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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

TRIUMPH LEARNING INTRODUCES MASTERING THE TEKS ONLINE—
BESTSELLING ELA AND MATH PRODUCTS NOW ACCESSIBLE ONLINE
All-New Digital Resource Library Packed with Instruction, Practice, and Assessments, Plus
Real-Time Reports
New York, NY, January 2013— Mastering the TEKS Online is a powerful digital program
created exclusively for Texas. It provides the same proven content and instruction that has been
relied upon in Triumph Learning student books for decades—with enhanced features made
possible by technology. Educators will have full access to Triumph Learning’s bestselling Texas
ELA and math series online for all grade levels, 3–8, for every single series!
The versatility, the total control by the teacher, and the dynamic level of differentiation are just a
few of the many favorable functionalities of Mastering the TEKS Online. This program literally
delivers hundreds of highly effective lessons and practice sessions at a click. Also instantly
accessible are ready-made summative tests—plus, build-a-test feature allows for creating
original assessments from thousands of clearly indexed items. Furthermore, it’s an important
tool for Response to Intervention—delivering appropriate content to students in each RTI tier,
and using real-time data to support progression across tiers.
Educators can efficiently search specific standards, topics, or high-interest terms to identify just
the leveled lesson they need—electronic assignment means students receive appropriatelyleveled work in privacy. And the up-to-the minute data included in this program makes it so easy
to diagnose, assess progress, and evaluate standards mastery. Analyzing items and sorting results
in meaningful ways has never been simpler—by lesson, assessment, class, or student.
Mastering the TEKS Online lessons, practice, and assessments are easily projected on
whiteboards, electronically assigned, or printed.
Teachers will truly love being able to determine how best to spend their own classroom time,
students will greatly benefit from tried and true interactive practice, and parents will love having
their very own logins to facilitate communication with their schools.
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